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Analyze DI Pro
Powerful software for your digital
media investigations
The increasing volume of image and video files often result in manual review of
millions of files, which means increased caseload and turnaround times.
Analyze Digital Investigator Pro reverses that trend. Thanks to a rich toolset of
technologies with automated processes that categorize and filter out non-pertinent
material, Analyze DI helps you work faster and better.

GRIFFEYE BRAIN CSA (AI)

CUSTOMIZED REPORTING

Automatically classify child sexual abuse
content with outstanding accuracy.

Cut down on your admin work with
handy functions for detailed and fully
customized reporting.

GRIFFEYE BRAIN OBJECTS (AI)

Automatically label image content
based on thousands of concepts.
FACE RECOGNITION

Detect and recognize faces in image
and video using technology applied
to mass volume and “real world” ( i.e.
uncontrolled) imagery.
SEAMLESS IMPORT/EXPORT

Import everything from CCTV to native
forensic image formats and start
analyzing them straight away.
ROBUST IMAGE AND VIDEO HASHING

Save valuable time and energy by
pre-categorizing known data and
stacking duplicates.
GROUP AND SEARCH METADATA

Leap ahead in your analysis by correlating
metadata to open sources on the
internet.

OPEN API

Use the 3rd party apps you need to crack
the case with the ability to add plug-ins
through the API.
GET STARTED WITH EASE

Intuitive and easy-to-use from the start,
the user interface enables you to quickly
and easily categorize, prioritize and
review complex information.
MANAGE AND ORGANIZE EFFECTIVELY

The dashboard view provides an easy
overview of the information you’ve been
working on.
SEE QUICKER PROGRESS

Automation provides a leg up on massive
volumes of digital media. Investigations
that used to take months, even years, can
now be wrapped up in hours or days.

ADVANCED ANALYSIS

Bring critical clues to the surface faster
with analysis algorithms for filtering,
sorting and searching.
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INDIVIDUAL

One case. One user.
Analyze DI Pro is designed for individual
investigators, with tools for sorting and
efficiently analyzing large volumes 
of media files.

MYGRIFFEYE-USER PORTAL
MyGriffeye User Portal is the gateway to a large and active
community of users, developers and other stakeholders. You can
exchange advice with your fellow Griffeye users, provide
feedback on the platform and take advantage of a vast number
of community-generated plug-ins.

ANALYZE FORENSIC MARKETPLACE
An extensive digital marketplace gives you access to valuable
apps developed by Griffeye and by third-party developers –
allowing you to add new functionality as your needs change.

GRIFFEYE BRAIN
Griffeye Brain is our AI program and the first release is an AI module
that actively scans materials in order to identify and flag child sexual
abuse material. This intelligent technology — featuring algorithms
trained on real data — determines whether or not a file is pertinent
to an investigation. This helps investigators focus on what’s important
and move faster in identifying victims.

SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL

Try out the Griffeye Analyze DI Pro platform free for 30 days.
After the trial period has ended, you can purchase DI Pro or revert
to DI Core, the limited free version of the platform.
Go to griffeye.com to begin your free DI Pro trial.
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